
 

 

Zoom Forum hosted by Leo Wan & Leigh Toney: Tuesday 11 August 2020 
 
 

SUMMARY 
 

UPDATES 
 

• Leo & Leigh are contributing to various working groups, talking with 
Freelancers Make Theatre Work, trying to find backchannels to the Labour 
Party, seeking useful data from venues, and Leo took part in a panel for 
Times Radio. 

• FTF has a website (in progress): freelancetaskforce.co.uk  

• Chancellor confirmed no furlough extension for theatres, Bridge theatre will 
re-open with social distancing at end of August, redundancies continue to be 
announced, many pantos have been cancelled, and Belarus Free Theatre 
members arrested in Minsk. 

 
 

GROUP DISCUSSION 
 
Health Check – how positive are you feeling about the industry at the moment? 

• Theatre and art will always survive, but who will be left to make it? 
People who are most likely to leave are the historically underprivileged. 

• Underprivileged voices may have thrived. Pandemic has given a lot of 
opportunities to those who wouldn’t normally have them. Should celebrate this 
and hold onto it. 

• We may not survive. Are the people in the room/Zoom the ones who need to 
survive? 

 
 
Provocation: Artist development: Is it the responsibility of organisations to 
support freelance artist development? Are they doing this? 

• Less artist development now. Changed from 2008. Opportunities limited to 
those associated with orgs. 

• Different disciplines. Each discipline needs different things. Needs to focus 
on all roles. 

• Central pot. Orgs contribute to a centralised funding so all can apply. The 
National Grid proposal. 

• Higher fees. Artistic development levy as part of fees. Other industries 
provide training as part of employment. Contracts could include time for 
artistic development as proportion of contract length. 

• Examples. Leeds Playhouse built a studio theatre to platform emerging 
voices from their local community. RSC’s “Shakespeare Gym” for companies. 
Bush Theatre – three resident artists, bursary including non-specified funds. 
Inconsistency across industry. 

• Apprenticeship. Rarely “junior” designer role. Project grant application 
should always include this. 



 

 

• Career paths. Lack of clear paths into training for specific careers. Orgs focus 
on being able to deliver, not nurturing. Leads to nepotism. Need affiliation and 
“home” early on. 

• [Participant was making an excellent point and then experienced internet 
problems] 

 
Provocation: A proposal: What if organisations were to unite to sustain and 
retain freelancers through Project Grants? Please see the attached document. 
(https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rd8I_3USZcqL9D_JyO3U6aHBHynERANr/view
?usp=sharing) 

• Proposal. Orgs apply for project grants to fund most at risk groups. Orgs 
better equipped to apply. Gives clear example of project grant ideas. 

• Orgs. Will orgs use project grants just to protect their own? 

• Self-imposed T&Cs. Orgs adopt the proposal and a commitment to 
accepting grants/loans on the condition they support at risk groups, employ 
“new” freelancers (no previous relationship), spend a set proportion of funds 
on freelancers. 

• Conflict. Does this conflict with artist development? 

• At risk. Focus on at risk groups. First step is ensuring the widest pool is 
protected. 

• Us v Them. Many PAYE also freelance/artists. 
 

AOB 
 

• D Update on “RSC Task Group”. This was a proposal from some at the RSC 
and Leo and Leigh – that the RSC set up its own group of around four 
freelancers to examine how the RSC works with freelancers, ways to improve, 
and getting freelancers involved in decision-making. RSC board was 
supportive. Was discussed at senior leader team meeting – concerns of extra 
cost at a time when there is no income. We had concerns that there would 
need to be a clear focus and outcome to aim towards for the freelancers and 
enough time and money was given to accomplish that task. 
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LONG FORM NOTES 
 

UPDATES 
 
Leo & Leigh Update 

• We've been contributing to working groups, including those looking at working 
class artists, anti-racist policies, wider issues of representation, radical 
systemic change, governance changes and Leigh has led in establishing the 
directors' group within the Task Force. Leo has been pushing for the Personal 
Managers' Association to adopt some "Return to Work" guidelines. 

• We've been pursuing points of connection with Freelancers Make Theatre 
Work. 

• We've continued to try and find back channels to move our cause up the 
agenda within the Labour Party. 

• We've been trying to establish what useful data we can get from organisations 
about their employment of freelancers. 

• Leo was part of a panel on Times Radio and talked about the Task Force and 
the threat that our industry is facing. 

 
Freelance Task Force (FTF) update 

• The Task Force continues to work in various sub-groups. 

• A website is now live, albeit very incomplete: http://freelancetaskforce.co.uk 
 
Industry Update 

• Chancellor Rishi Sunak reaffirmed that there will be no furlough extension for 
theatres. 

• Some theatres have announced that they will re-open with social distancing 
measures in place. On 29 August the Bridge Theatre will premiere a new play, 
Beat the Devil, with a reduced capacity of 250 seats. The play is written by 
David Hare and stars Ralph Fiennes, which is predictable. 

• Redundancies and proposed redundancies continue to be announced. The 
Stage has been keeping track of proposed redundancies. As has 
BritishTheatre.com, alongside panto cancellations. Recent announcements 
include the Hackney Empire, Birmingham Hippodrome and the Blackpool 
Grand. 

• Members of the Belarus Free Theatre have been arrested and detained in 
Minsk, during the legitimate protests against Europe’s last dictatorship. 

• Finally, Ayse Tashkiran - a movement director - has asked us to share the 
following. There will be an open meeting between movement directors and 
Equity about gaining greater recognition for that field, on 20th August from 6-
7pm (https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/equity-movement-directors-tickets-
116204604099). 

 
 

GROUP DISCUSSION 
 

Health Check – how positive are you feeling about the industry at the moment? 
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• There will be theatre again, but who will get to take part? Not confident that 
underrepresented voices will continue to be involved. Low expectations of 
own place in that recovery. 

• Low because 70% of workforce is unemployed. No expectations of remaining 
in the industry as an actor, but certain will remain as an activist. 

• Within next 12 months, own position is weak but industry may reach where it 
was within five years. 

• Changes on a daily basis. Do we know how many venues are reconfiguring 
their spaces? Hope if there is something happening. Optimistic about the 
industry, unsure about own position. 

o Most theatres are planning for the future in response to the pandemic, 
but difficult to have concrete plans in an ever-changing situation. 
Depends upon specific footprint of theatres. 

• Have faith that artists will always survive – but which ones? 

• More hopeful than previously. Early career practitioners might not have to 
travel as far back to basics. A lot of underprivileged voices have been finding 
projects during the pandemic, hope that will continue. 

 
Provocation: Artist development: Is it the responsibility of organisations to 
support freelance artist development? Are they doing this? 

• They’re not doing this. Seemed to change in 2008. Beforehand there was lots 
of R&D opportunities for actors. Less doors open. There were more scratch 
shows which nurtured artists. Now opportunities tend to be limited to 
established companies or those who can present themselves in a certain way. 
If orgs are continuing with artistic development, it’s less accessible now. 

• Inconsistency – orgs focusing on this for periods of time and not continually, 
depending on who is heading the org or relevant team. Should be more baked 
into an org’s model and not dependent on the individuals running orgs. 

• Only happens in subsidised buildings, not commercial buildings. Most positive 
experiences have been in regional houses. Example of Leeds Playhouse 
building a studio theatre so that they could platform emerging voices and 
focus on development, with a focus on the community that they serve 
(localism). Less available for visiting artists. 

• Artist development looks different for each discipline. Agree that post-2008, a 
lot of these opportunities disappeared. Often regional venues are parachuting 
in directors from London (and often Birkbeck-educated), so taking away 
opportunities from local directors. Development for directors tends to come 
very late, but we need homes and bases early on – a sense of affiliation. 

• The National Grid Proposal (contact us for more details): plugging 
practitioners into venues for a limited period, bringing with it greater worker 
protections (e.g. sick pay). 

• What are we developing people for? Same small group running building after 
building. 

• Do orgs have a responsibility to feed into a central pot that artists can draw on 
for development? They may not have specific responsibility to supply 
development, but they should contribute to it. Are the fees we are paid 
enough to allow for us to pursue artistic development without organisational 
support? A levy added to invoices or a central pot? 



 

 

• Look to other industries for models. Employees offered opportunities to attend 
training during their paid hours. These businesses are supporting their 
workers to do the best work they can do.  We don’t do that in our industry. As 
an employee, any training you have will directly benefit the business – it’s an 
investment. Not the case with freelancers – the training may not benefit that 
business directly. However, we are all in the same industry – needs to be 
greater cross-pollination. 

• Royal Shakespeare Company provided “Shakespeare Gym” – a form of 
training for actors. Associates artists would run workshops. Quite a narrow 
focus on verse-speaking and Shakespeare. Only a large org like RSC with 
access to many associate artists could run a scheme exactly like this. 

• From a design perspective, needs to be a culture shift. There are no “junior” 
or “assistant” roles. Need for apprenticeship models. As project grants open 
again, everyone should be putting an assistant position into their application. 

• Bush Theatre: three resident artists for a year, given a bursary which included 
R&D, theatre tickets, travel grants, and non-specified funds. However, it was 
limited to only three individuals. Other schemes which are for shorter periods 
to more people don’t offer the same financial support. For writers artistic 
development tends to happen on projects – more likely to feel a form of 
development if being given a commission for “bigger” shows. 

• Do contracts need to include a time for artistic development, in relation to 
length of contract? 

• There’s a lack of clear careers paths into training for specific careers in our 
industry. Relationship between buildings and artist development is centred on 
talent and being able to deliver. Difficult to establish the necessary trust when 
buildings and artists don’t know one another, which leads to nepotism. 

• Ensure that artist development focuses on all roles (e.g. include production 
managers). 

• [Participant was making an excellent point and then experienced internet 
problems] 

 
 
 
Provocation: A proposal: What if organisations were to unite to sustain and 
retain freelancers through Project Grants? Please see the attached document. 
(https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rd8I_3USZcqL9D_JyO3U6aHBHynERANr/view
?usp=sharing) 

• “Once the industry returns to anything like its previous health, it is in all our 
interests that skilled workers and individuals from traditionally 
underrepresented groups are still standing. At a moment like this, you have 
access to funds that freelancers don’t. It should be possible to put those funds 
to use in order to: 

o Create employment which isn’t dependent on Level 5 reopening dates 
o Shore up the groups least likely to benefit from the Individuals strand of 

Project Grant funding 
o Make use of the skills, specialisms and talents of the freelancers” 

• Proposal suggests lots of project grant application ideas that would address 
this, with a focus on those groups most at risk. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rd8I_3USZcqL9D_JyO3U6aHBHynERANr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rd8I_3USZcqL9D_JyO3U6aHBHynERANr/view?usp=sharing


 

 

• Not every freelancer has undertaken project grant applications before. If orgs 
can do this, it would benefit those. How do you ensure the money is going to 
the right freelancers? 

• Responsibility is on individuals to report, but ACE have changed 
reporting/outcomes. 

• If orgs self-impose terms and conditions for accepting loans/grants from ACE 
(e.g. we will employ X number of freelancers between now and March 2021) 
alongside adopting this proposal, that would ensure money is getting out to 
those most at risk. 

• Environmental concerns within the proposal are good. Individual concerns vs. 
what serves the industry as a whole. Pre-Covid, lots of sustainability 
conversations in the industry but very little action taken. Now that we have the 
enforced period of time without productions, action could be taken, e.g. 
sending out people to get knowledge of sustainability and bringing back to the 
industry/orgs, e.g. people within the industry who have good knowledge of 
sustainability working together to develop better practices. 

• At a time when orgs are making redundancies, will orgs use these project 
grants to create work for their own workforce? What is the freelancers’ 
argument that they shouldn’t? This is why it has to be combined with self-
imposed terms and conditions. Would be illegal for orgs to make people 
redundant then outsource the same work to freelancers. 

• Is there a conflict between this proposal and the earlier provocation of artistic 
development? If funds are directed to working with freelancers who don’t have 
a previous relationship with venues (i.e. those most at risk), isn’t that counter 
to artistic development? Needs to be more nuance. 

• Focus needs to be on those who are most at risk. Doesn’t have to be 
either/or. What is the hierarchy of need/risk right now? There is a conflict 
between the two principles. Needs to be wider engagement, but also artistic 
development of a smaller group. First step is to make sure as many people as 
possible get to the level where they could benefit from greater artistic 
development. 

• Fear of “us v. them” mentality. Many PAYE staff at orgs are artists also (e.g. 
FOH staff). Very hard to have nuance when everyone is in a desperate 
situation. 

 
AOB 

• Update on “RSC Task Group”. This was a proposal from some at the RSC 
and Leo and Leigh – that the RSC set up its own group of around four 
freelancers to examine how the RSC works with freelancers, ways to improve, 
and getting freelancers involved in decision-making. RSC board was 
supportive. Was discussed at senior leader team meeting – concerns of extra 
cost at a time when there is no income. We had concerns that there would 
need to be a clear focus and outcome to aim towards for the freelancers and 
enough time and money was given to accomplish that task. 
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